The large N expansion plays a fundamental role in quantum and statistical field theory. We show on the example of the O(N ) model that at N = ∞, its traditional implementation misses in all dimensions below four some fixed points of the renormalization group. These new fixed points show singularities at N = ∞ in their effective potential that become a boundary layer at finite N . We show that they have a physical impact on the multicritcal physics of the O(N ) model at finite N . We also show that the mechanism at play holds also for the O(N )⊗O(2) model and is thus probably generic.
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The 1/N expansion is one of the most important tools in field theory. It has played a prominent role in QCD [1] as well as in statistical mechanics and condensed matter physics [2, 3] . One of its key features is that it can yield reliable results even in strongly coupled models because it is nonperturbative in the coupling constant(s). It also has the enormous advantage of not being linked to a particular dimension contrarily to the usual perturbative expansions. This latter feature has often allowed to make a bridge between the perturbative expansions performed around the upper and the lower critical dimensions of a model. For instance, at leading order in the 1/N expansion both the Mermin-Wagner theorem in two dimensions and the mean-field behavior at criticality in dimensions d ≥ 4 are retrieved which is out of reach of both perturbative expansions in = 4 − d [4] and = d − 2 [5] . The success of the large N analysis relies on (i) the possibility to extend the original model to arbitrary values of N and (ii) the fact that the model is soluble at N = ∞. This is the case not only for the O(N ) and the gauge SU(N ) models but also for a large class of euclidean field theories.
We show in this Letter that, surprisingly, even for the O(N ) model which is the textbook example for the 1/N expansion, the situation is not as simple as it is widely believed. More precisely, we show on the examples of the O(N ) and O(N )⊗O (2) models that at N = ∞ some fixed points (FPs) that play an important role even at a qualitative level were missed by the usual large N approach [6, 7] . The presence of these fixed points changes the finite N (multicritical) physics of these models.
Over the years, the importance of renormalization group (RG) FPs showing cusps has been recognized. This occurs for FP functions such as thermodynamics potentials that are singular for a certain value of their argument. This is the case of the celebrated random field Ising model and is responsible for the breakdown of supersymmetry and dimensional reduction [8, 9] . This is also the case out of equilibrium for some reaction-diffusion problems [10] . To the best of our knowledge, the occurence of FPs with a cusp is known only in replica theory applied to disordered systems and in field theories describing out of equilibrium statistical models. We prove below that they also play an important role in simple euclidean field theories such as the O(N ) and O(N )⊗O(2) models since they are responsible for the failure of the usual 1/N -expansion.
A method of choice for studying the N = ∞ limit of the O(N ) model is the computation of the FP effective potentials. This is best achieved by considering Wilson's RG because it is by nature functional. We recall below the take-away philosophy of the modern version of Wilson's RG known as the nonperturbative -or functional -renormalization group (NPRG).
The NPRG is based on the idea of integrating fluctuations step by step [11] . It is implemented on the Gibbs free energy Γ [12] [13] [14] [15] of a model defined by an Hamiltonian (or euclidean action) H and a partition function Z. To this model is associated a one-parameter family of models with Hamiltonians H k = H + ∆H k and partition functions Z k , where k is a momentum scale. In H k , ∆H k is chosen such that only the rapid fluctuations in the original model, those with wavenumbers |q| > k, are summed over in the partition function Z k . Thus, the slow modes (|q| < k) need to be decoupled in Z k and this is achieved by giving them a mass of order k, that is by taking for ∆H k a quadratic (mass-like) term which is nonvanishing only for the slow modes:
is defined as the (slightly modified) Legendre transform of log Z k [J ]:
With the choice of regulator function R k above, Γ k [φ] interpolates between the Hamiltonian H when k is of order of the ultraviolet cut-off Λ of the theory: Γ Λ ∼ H, and the Gibbs free energy Γ of the original model when k = 0: Γ k=0 = Γ. The exact RG flow equation of Γ k gives the evolution of Γ k with k between these two limiting cases and reads [13] :
where t = log(k/Λ), Tr stands for an integral over q and a trace over group indices and Γ (2) k [q, −q; φ] is the matrix of the Fourier transforms of δ 2 Γ k /δφ i (x)δφ j (y). In most cases, Eq.(3) cannot be solved exactly and approximations are mandatory. The best known approximation consists in expanding Γ k in powers of ∇φ i and to truncate the expansion at a given finite order [8, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . The approximation at lowest order is dubbed the local potential approximation (LPA). For the O(N ) model it consists in approximating Γ k by:
where, by definition, φ = √ φ i φ i . Fixed points are found only for dimensionless quantities and thus we define the dimensionless fieldρ and potentialŨ k asφ = v
. The LPA flow ofŨ k reads:
The usual large N limit of the LPA flow [7] is obtained by (i) replacing the factor N − 1 by N , (ii) dropping the last term in Eq.(5) because it is assumed to be sub-leading compared to the term proportional to N , (iii) rescaling the field by a factor √ N and the potential by a factor N : φ =φ/ √ N ,Ū =Ũ /N . As a consequence of these three steps, the explicit dependence in N of the LPA flow of U (φ) disappears in the large N limit. The crucial point is that the resulting LPA equation onŪ can be shown to be exact in the limit N → ∞ [6] . Thus, the problem of finding all FPs of the O(N ) model: ∂ tŪt (φ) = 0 in the limit N → ∞ boils down to solving the LPA FP equation onŪ (φ) having dropped the last term in Eq.(5). This has been done in detail in several papers [7, 25] . The result is the following: In a generic dimension d < 4 and apart from the gaussian FP, there is only one FP which is the usual Wilson-Fisher FP. The exception to the rule above occurs in the dimensions d c = 2+2/n with n = 1, 2, · · · where there is also a line of FPs starting at the gaussian FP and terminating at the Bardeen-MosheBander (BMB) FP [26] [27] [28] [29] .
We now show that the procedure described above is too restrictive and eliminates some FPs that are physically relevant. The point is that the last term in Eq. (5), which represents the contribution of the longitudinal mode, is negligible compared to the term proportional to N − 1, the contribution of the transverse modes, only if it reaches a finite limit when N → ∞. We show that this is not necessarily the case and that the last term in Eq. (5) can also be of order N and can thus be non negligible.
It is convenient for what follows to change variables. Following ref. [30] , we define:
2 /2 with µ = Φ 2 and φ − Φ = −2ΦV (µ). As above, it is convenient to rescale µ and V (µ):μ = µ/N ,V = V /N . In terms of these quantities, the FP equation forV (μ) following from Eq.(5) reads
This equation has two remarkable features. First, it is much simpler than Eq. (5) because the nonlinearity comes only from the (V ) 2 term. Second, its physical interpretaion is simple: it is the LPA equation obtained from the Wilson-Polchinski version of the NPRG [31] [32] [33] [34] : V and U are therefore related by the Legendre transform Eq.(2). Eq.(6) has therefore also been widely studied in the literature. The usual large N analysis performed in this version of the NPRG consists here again in neglecting the last term in Eq.(6) because it is suppressed by a factor 1/N [35] . Under the assumption that this term is indeed negligible in the large N limit, the resulting equation becomes independent of N and an exact (implicit) solution of this equation is known (see Supplemental Material). However, at large N , it is clear on Eq.(6) that we have to deal with singular perturbation theory since the small parameter used for the expansion, that is, 1/N , is in front of the term of highest derivative, that is,V . In this case, it is well-known that in general the term proportional toV cannot be neglected and that singular solutions can exist at = 1/N → 0 [36] . Put it differently, at finite but large values of N , a boundary layer can exist for a particular value of the argumentμ that becomes a singularity at N = ∞. We now show that this is what indeed occurs.
It is particularly simple to understand on Eq.(6) why and how at N = ∞ a solution exhibiting an isolated singularity for a givenμ =μ 0 can exist. Consider the intervals on the left and on the right ofμ 0 . On these intervals,V (μ) is regular by definition. This implies that the last term in Eq.(6) can safely be neglected at large N on these two intervals. To get a singularity where this term can play a role in (6) at N = ∞, it is necessary that the solutions on the left and on the right ofμ 0 match atμ 0 but with two different slopes. It is trivial to build such a solution: Take on the right ofμ 0 the WilsonFisher solution of Eq.(6) (without the last term) and on the leftV (μ) =μ/2 which is a trivial solution of (6). The matching point is then trivially found numerically as the intersection of these two curves (see Fig.3 in the Supplemental Material). Then, at finite N , the boundary layer aroundμ 0 where the left and right solutions match smoothly (but abruptly) can be easily computed at lead- ing order in 1/N (see Supplemental Material). We find that the thickness of the boundary layer is of order 1/N in terms of the variableμ which implies thatV is of order N within the layer. This is the reason why the last term in Eq. (6) is not negligible within the layer. This means that the FP solutionV (μ) does not scale uniformly inμ as 1/N -which is assumed in the usual large N analysis -but inhomogenously depending on whetherμ is located inside or outside the boundary layer. It is important to notice that due to this singularity, the usual argument about the exactness of the LPA in the limit N → ∞ is not valid anymore. We have therefore studied the stability of the result obtained above by including the next term of the derivative expansion that consists in replacing (∇φ i ) 2 by Z k (φ)(∇φ i ) 2 in Eq.(4). We have found that including Z k (φ) does not change any conclusion drawn with the LPA alone.
Once the boundary layer has been computed from Eq.(6), it is particularly interesting to transform the FP solutionV (μ) back toŪ (φ). For reason that will be clear in the following, we call C 2 this FP. We show C 2 in Fig Fig. 7 of the Supplemental Material), and (ii) that, using the relation Φ = φ +Ū (φ), the interval φ ∈ [0 + , 0.965] is exactly mapped onto the (very narrow) boundary layer aroundμ 0 in the (μ,V ) parametrization. Fourth, at finite N ,Ū (φ) is a regular function ofφ 2 and thusŪ (φ = 0) = 0. Then,Ū (φ) shows an almost vertical slope at large N atφ = 0 such thatŪ (φ = 0) becomes undefined when N → ∞. We have checked using again Φ = φ +Ū (φ) that the (very narrow) interval whereŪ (φ) varies abruptly around the origin is exactly mapped onto the interval whereV (μ) =μ/2, that is, [0,μ 0 ]. From this observation, we can determine the maximum valueŪ (φ = 0 + ) at N = ∞ as √μ 0 = 0.833, which is consistent with numerical results, see Fig.1 .
A first natural question is to wonder whether C 2 is the only singular FP of the O(N ) model at N = ∞. We have found that C 2 appears just below d = 4 at N = ∞ and that, as expected, it does not appear alone but together with another FP that we call C 3 . The indices 2 and 3 in C 2 and C 3 refer to their degree of instability, that is, the number of relevant directions of the RG flow in their neighborhood. These FPs can appear together because their degree of instability differ by one unit. The FP C 3 is trivially found from Eq. (6) A second natural question is to wonder whether the FPs found above are nothing but a curiosity occuring at N = ∞ with no impact on the physics at finite N , in much the same way as the BMB FP. We have checked that this is not at all the case. The FPs C 2 and C 3 found above at N = ∞ are indeed the limits of FPs found at finite N [37] . They play a prominent role for the multicritical physics of the O(N ) model at least for sufficiently large values of N . In particular, their presence solves a paradox: It is well-known that the perturbative tricritical FP T 2 , found perturbatively for all N in d = 3 − , is not found at N = ∞ for d < 3. This paradox is solved when realizing that T 2 appears for any N at d = 3 − where it is gaussian, and, when N is large enough, disappears when decreasing d by colliding with C 3 on a line d c (N ) in the (N, d)-plane whose equation is d c (N ) 3 − 3.6/N [37] [38] [39] . Thus, the interval in d where it exists shrinks to 0 when N increases. We notice that both C 2 and C 3 exist at finite and large N in d = 3 and it would be very interesting to find models whose multicritical behavior is described by these FPs.
A 
2 ). The LPA ansatz is identical to Eq. (4) up to the replacement U k (φ) by U k (ρ, τ ). The standard large N limit predicts that, aside from the O(2N )-symmetric FP, two nontrivial FPs exist in 2 < d < 4: the chiral fixed point C + , which describes the second order transition between the ordered and the disordered phases, and the antichiral fixed point C − , which is tricritical [43] [44] [45] 47] .
Since the LPA equation for the potential is much more involved than in the O(N ) model, we have decided to expand the FP potential U (ρ, τ ) around its minimumκ:
whereã mn are coupling constants. The O(2N ) FP is retrieved by settingã mn = 0 for n ≥ 1 and by rescaling the couplings according tõ
which is a direct consequence of the usual rescaling:
OnceŪ is Taylor expanded around its minimum, the exactness of the LPA flow at N = ∞ translates in a hierarchical structure of the flows of the couplings: for instance, for the O(2N ) invariant flow, the flow ofā m0 depends only on the set of couplings {ā p0 } with p ≤ m. The system of FP equations of theā m0 's is therefore close and soluble whatever the value of m and the couplings {ā m,0 } are said to be "perfect coordinates" [46] . The same holds true for C + with the rescaling (8) : at N = ∞, the FP equations of the couplingsā mn with 2m + 4n ≤ 2l depend only on couplingsā m n with 2m + 4n ≤ 2l.
For C − , the situation is different because the couplings do not satisfy (8) with finiteā mn 's in the limit N → ∞. By studying numerically the behavior of these couplings, we have found the proper scaling for the C − couplings:
As a consequence of these scalings, theā mn 's are not perfect coordinates for C − and the LPA is therefore not exact when N → ∞. However, we have checked in detail by adding all kinds of couplings going beyond the LPA, that is, couplings in front of derivatives terms, that the scaling (9) is valid independently of the LPA (See section III of Supplemental Material). We note that if were using for C − the usual rescaling (8):φ i =φ i / √ N andŪ = U /N , we would find that the scaled couplingsā mn (m = 0) vanish in the limit N → ∞. This would invalidate the large-N analysis based on this scaling.
The scaling (9) together with the fact that theā mn 's are not perfect coordinates at large N for C − has dramatic consequences that we now describe. When d is decreased towards d = 3, we numerically find that the FP couplingsā mn at C − diverge. For instance,ā 20 andā 11 diverge as (d − 3) −1/2 whileā 12 ,ā 21 andā 30 as (d − 3) −1 . We have also computed the four most relevant eigenvalues σ 1,··· ,4 of the flow at C − and we have found at N = ∞:
. In our convention, a negative eigenvalue corresponds to a relevant direction. We conclude that when d → 3 + , the first irrelevant eigenvalue vanishes while the coordinates of the FP diverge. This clearly suggests that, (i) C − collides with another FP in d = 3 when N = ∞ and then disappears below d = 3 and, (ii) that the coordinates of the other FP do not scale with N as in (9) which explains that the collision can occur only if the coordinatesā mn of C − do no longer have a finite limit when d → 3 + . We have looked for other rescalings than (9) yielding other FPs and we have found two such FPs that we call M 2 and M 3 whose coordinates scale as: [49] . We notice that within the standard 1/N analysis, not only M 2 and M 3 are not found but C − is not found to disappear below d = 3 for N = ∞. We conclude that contrary to the O(N ) model, the standard large N analysis does not only miss some FPs but predicts the existence of C − for 2 < d < 3 where in fact, it does not exist. It is intriguing to notice that at N = ∞ and in both models it is exactly in d = 3 that the perturbative tricritical FP, either T 2 or C − , disappears.
To conclude, we have found new FPs in both the O(N ) and O(N )⊗ O(2) models whose effective potentials show singularities at N = ∞ and boundary layers at finite N . This makes difficult to find them with the usual toolbox of the 1/N approach. We have also shown that these FPs play an important role in the multicritical physics of these models. In particular, some of them collide with the standard, that is, perturbative tricritical FPs in some dimension which makes these latter The exact (implicit) solution of Eq. (1) which corresponds to the Wilson-Fisher (WF) FP at N = ∞ is known [35] and plotted in Fig. 2 in d = 3 .2 along with the trivial solutionV (μ) =μ/2. As explained in the letter, we can identifȳ µ 0 as the intersection of the two curves as shown in Fig. (3) . In the same way, we can construct C 2 in d = 3.5, 3.9 and 3.99 as shown in Fig. 4 . Let us now describe the detail of the boundary layer analysis of Eq. (6). We assume thatV (μ) remains of order 1 and changes its value fromV (μ − 0 ) = 1/2, for the trivial solutionV (μ) =μ/2, toV (μ + 0 ) = −0.0794, for the WF FP solution. This occurs across the thin boundary layer located atμ 0 , whose width is of order 1/N so thatV scales as N . Inside this boundary layer, we introduce a scaled coordinateμ = N (μ −μ 0 ). Then, starting from Eq. (6), we can write down a differential equation which is valid inside this boundary layer at the leading order in 1/N as
whereμ inμV (µ),μV (µ) and −dV (µ) has been replaced byμ 0 . The primes stand for derivatives with respect to the scaled variableμ. This differential equation has a solution,
where we have defined V 1 = 1/4 + V (µ 
II. LARGE N BEHAVIOR AND SHAPE OF C2 AND C3
The FP potential of Eq. (5) for C 2 shows two interesting regions where it does not behave as the WF FP. the first region is the neighborhood ofφ = 0 where it becomes almost vertical and the second where it is almost linear with a slope close to −1, see Fig. 1 . We have numerically observed that for C 2 the slope ofŪ (φ) atφ = 0 grows exponentially when we increase N . This is shown in Fig. 6 .
As for the linear part, we have plotted in Fig. 7 thus non negligible in the large N limit.
As given in the letter, the C 3 FP of Eq. (6) at N = ∞ isV (μ) =μ/2 forμ ∈ [0, 2/d], andV (μ) = 1/d for µ ∈ [2/d, ∞[. We illustrate how the C 3 FP approaches the solution at N = ∞ when we increase N in Fig. 5 . For any given N and at anyμ ≥ 2/d, V (μ) increases gradually but the slope approaches 0 when we increase N .
III. EFFECTS OF THE HIGHER ORDER DERIVATIVE TERMS FOR O(N )⊗ O(2) MODELS
In order to see whether our results about C − , M 2 and M 3 are modified by higher order derivative terms, we considered the following ansatz for the effective action. It includes the second and fourth order derivative terms that are leading in the large N limit and that therefore could play a role. 
